REWIRE, REFURBISH OR UPGRADE TODAY!

Avoid downed aircraft, mission termination and loss of aircraft due to disruptive arcing on old harnesses.

InterConnect Wiring and Aero Precision have teamed to support numerous international armed forces on electrical wiring upgrades. We stand ready to discuss the benefits of re-wire (and the dangers of old, Kapton wiring) and the easy, low cost maintenance options available for you. We’d appreciate the opportunity to observe your F-15 wiring so we can provide detailed feedback and expert maintenance recommendations that will keep you flying!

From 2011-2014 InterConnect delivered over 70 electrical kits – each with 170 individual harnesses and 20 electrical panels – to the United States Air Force as part of the comprehensive USAF F-15 – C/D Electrical Power Distribution System Replacement Program.

Your Fleet deserves the same attention!

Your F-15s deserve the safest and strongest electrical systems... you deserve InterConnect Wiring.
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